HAVE YOU BEEN BLIND COMPUTER WITH THE

NEC's Advanced Personal Computer offers the widest range of quality graphics.

One reason the APC is better is that it lets you do more kinds of graphics than any other personal computer.

In fact, it gives you the kind of graphics you'd expect only from a much more expensive computer.

With the APC, you can produce color transparencies, color slides, or output to a variety of printers and plotters. You can even do Computer Aided Design (CAD).

Our screen is graphically better.

Seeing is believing. And one look at our color screen will prove it's the best.

But it's no accident. It starts with the NEC 7220 graphics processor, the most advanced graphic chip available.

Then, unlike other PC's, the

Graphics are being used more and more by businesses every day. They give companies a clearer picture of their place in the market. They make for more effective presentations. And with slides and color transparencies, they can let a room full of people see the same thing at once. Although most people see the value of graphics, very few are aware of the personal computer that lets them create the best color graphics.

It's the Advanced Personal Computer from NEC.

This slide was produced from the screen using Videograph® software, an inexpensive Screen Shooter®, and Polachrome® 35mm film, in less than 5 minutes. For less than $100!

Context MBA is a trademark of Context Management Systems, Inc. Graphwriter is a trademark of Graphic Communications, Inc. Graphplanner is a trademark of Chang Labs, Inc.
TO THE PERSONAL BEST COLOR GRAPHICS?

APC graphics option has its own dedicated memory, so there's never a tradeoff between color and resolution.

Software will make you a big-time producer.

Better hardware alone isn't enough. You also need better software. And NEC provides that, too.

Take Graphplan™ for example. Graphplan can take spreadsheet format data and produce customized business graphics on paper. Instantly.

Graphwriter™ will let you produce professional color graphics in over 20 different formats. Then turn them into transparencies or hard copies using the most popular pen plotters.

Videograph™ makes creating free-form color images for slide presentations easy and inexpensive.

Autocad™ lets architects, engineers and designers create sophisticated graphics and designs, then produce precise drawings with popular plotters.

This software combined with the APC hardware will give you the best graphics you can get on any personal computer.

For the complete picture, call NEC.

For product literature on any of NEC's APC graphics capabilities, call 1-800-343-4419.

In Massachusetts, call 1-617-264-8635.

And find out why more and more graphics users with vision are saying "NEC and me."

NEC AND ME

NEC Information Systems, Inc.
1414 Mass. Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
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